ALEXANDER
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Abstract Artist
‘It is tempting to puzzle out how
exactly Morris has applied his
paints but the weathered quality
of his work tends to hold its
secrets even to the sophisticated
observer.’
Michael Rose Fine Art

Alexander Morris’s ‘process and the
evolution of his art … conveys a
personal artistic language through
bold lines and color fields…’
City Weekly
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A l e x a n d e r M o r r i s h a s a ro b u s t
exhibition history at various galleries
and exhibition spaces. He was honored
to be one of eight artists featured at
Attleboro Arts Museum’s elite 8 Visions
exhibition in Massachusetts.
Additionally, Mr. Morris has consistently
exhibited at Springville Museum of Fine
Arts in Utah; he was invited to exhibit at
AS220’s main gallery in Providence,
Rhode Island; and he has participated
in other shows in New England and
New York.
Mr. Morris’s work is featured in
corporate and private collections in the United States and United
Kingdom. Throughout his career, Mr. Morris has received various awards
and honors, including Juror’s Choice at Attleboro Arts Museum’s member
exhibition (MA) and Elected Artist at West Hartford Art League (CT).
Alexander Morris was born in Utah and currently lives and works as an
abstract artist in New England. He received a BFA from University of Utah.

Artist Statement
Creatively I am fascinated by the confluence of tangible and intangible concepts
that have, over the years, evolved into my process. I attempt to translate, through
my visual language, various symbiotic relationships; systems that bind the
universe together, such as chaos and order, raven and wolf, body and spirit. In
representing these intangible explorations as line, texture, and color I am able to
express imagery that has haunted me my entire life - expressions that help me
resolve the tangible struggle of this existence, dealing with chaos as it washes
over me, trying to find order in that chaos, while finding a connection to
something greater than myself.
Part of this connection is expressed by weaving formal lines of text into my
paintings; it represents a communication between intangible and tangible
concepts. My intent is to invite the viewer to listen for those connections and
relationships that exist in this desert life.

Press Sheet
Press Clippings
‘Structurally, Alexander Morris’s paintings are finely executed works full of wonderful
abstract qualities like form, line, texture and color.’
15Bytes
‘One can return to his work again and again, constantly finding new details.’
Review by Michael Rose, Michael Rose Fine Art
‘[Alexander Morris] was clearly in tune with his process and the evolution of his art,
which conveys a personal artistic language through bold lines and color fields.’
City Weekly (2014)
‘True to Morris’ work is the narrative, the journey, the cryptic language of the raven,
making this an emotively powerful, expressive journey of personal spiritual
experience.’
Ehren Clark, contributing writer for City Weekly (2013)

Featured Artist in These Publications
Featured Article: Alexander Morris, Artist; Shop in RI (September 2021)
Featured Artist, Art New England (2021)
The Artist’s Voice, Episode 55 (podcast). Interviewed by Jerry Hardesty (2020)
"Spotlighting Exhibiting Artist Alexander Morris,” AS220 (12 June 2020)
“Less is More: Alexander Morris at Alderwood Fine Art” , 15Bytes (24 February 2015)
Exhibition Review
Attleboro Arts Museum Presents Eight Compelling Visions, Michael Rose Fine Art
(2021)
Review: Conspiracy in the Sky, 15Bytes (2015)
"Exhibition Review: Springville - Seeing Is Believing," 15Bytes (December 2014)

Other Press
DoubleACS News feature on 8 Visions Exhibit (2021)
The Sun Chronicle: 8 Visions Exhibition (2021)
Artys 2014, Best On-the-Rise Abstractionist, City Weekly (2014)

Samples of Artwork

Traveller No. 2, 36x48, acrylic on canvas

Listen No. 4, 26x34, acrylic on panel and window screen

Voyage No. 19, 54x28, acrylic on canvas

